Abstract-We revisit the pilot contamination problem using the LTE pilot frame structure, and perform channel estimation in the time domain using Zadoff-Chu pilot sequences. Sequences in each cell occupy the same time slot, multiple subcarrier frequencies, and are orthogonal in time via properly chosen cyclic shifts. Sequences in multiple cells are chosen from a pool of non-orthogonal yet distinguishable sequences through their root indices. Exchanging root indices among cells allows a given cell to reconstruct sequences used in neighboring cells and to estimate interfering channels as the number of channel taps is usually limited, thus mitigating pilot contamination. Furthermore, we propose a greedy selection algorithm to find combinations of sequences that further reduce the channel estimation meansquare-error. The greedy algorithm exhibits increasing gains with increasing signal-to-noise-ratios and sequence lengths.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
OLUTIONS to channel state information (CSI) errors caused by the re-use of pilot sequences from other cells, an effect known as pilot contamination, have been mainly proposed in massive MIMO scenarios where tools from asymptotic analysis can be used to simplify the problem (see, e.g., [1] - [4] ). However, it is important to stress that pilot contamination is independent of the number of base station (BS) antennas and also occurs for BSs with single antennas.
The prevalent pilot contamination mitigation literature has not focused on sequence design/selection aspects and such contributions are limited to works in, e.g., [4] , [5] , where sequences in neighboring cells are treated as noise. Authors in [4] propose to phase shift a given Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence [6] among multiple cells and calculate the required phase shift to be used in each cell. Authors in [5] propose a greedy sequence assignment algorithm, where the sequences are allowed to take random values and are not chosen from a predefined set of sequences. This makes a practical implementation rather challenging, as the complete sequences need to be transmitted from the BS to the respective users. Authors in [7] treat the inter-cell pilot interference problem with ZC sequences and find subsets of such sequences that minimize inter-cell pilot interference. Their approach treats sequences in neighboring cells as noise as well, and assumes that pilots of each user occupy all available subcarriers, making the used framework not suitable for current wireless systems. In LTE/LTE-A systems, even if users are allocated the complete bandwidth, guard subcarriers are padded with zeros so the resulting input to the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is a zero-padded ZC sequence [9] . The resulting sequences after the IFFT neither have the ideal auto-correlation nor the cross-correlation properties of ZC sequences, significantly changing the nature of the problem at hand and making the analysis performed in [7] inapplicable to LTE. LTE/LTE-A systems spread ZC pilot sequences over frequency. Sequences of users inside each cell have the same root index and are separated in the time domain via different cyclic shifts. By sharing the available cyclic shifts among cells, such systems can also support sequence orthogonality among multiple cells, though at the expense of serving less users within each cell. We consider the scenario where each BS serves the maximum number of users per time slot, which equals the number of available cyclic shifts. In this case, the cyclic shifts have to be reused among the cells, leading to inter-cell pilot interference in systems with frequency reuse. Current LTE solutions fail to deal with such a scenario. We propose a low overhead exchange of ZC root indices among cells so that sequences in neighboring cells can be reconstructed by a given BS and inter-cell pilot interference can be mitigated by estimating the channels of users in neighboring cells in the time domain, given some conditions on the maximum number of channel taps hold. In contrast to [4] , [5] , [7] , our method can be used in coordinated multi-point scenarios where the CSI of users in neighboring cells is required [8] .
Sequence spreading over frequency implies a large number of non-orthogonal but different sequences with distinguishable root indices is available in scenarios with medium to large bandwidth allocations. A natural question that arises is which sequences are to be chosen among the cells such that pilot interference is minimized. We propose a greedy selection algorithm to find combinations of sequences that ensure a low channel estimation mean-square-error (MSE). The greedy algorithm provides increasing gains with increasing signalto-noise-ratios (SNRs) and sequence lengths. The proposed method doesn't make any assumptions on the number of transmit antennas or the allocated bandwidth and fits a wide scope of scenarios.
Notation: lower case bold letters denote vectors while upper case bold letters denote matrices. The operators tr(•) and See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Uplink Pilot Transmission
A multi-cell system with K cells is considered, where a bandwidth allocation of L subcarriers is shared by all singleantenna users across the cells for pilot and data transmission. Users in cell k send phase rotated versions of a sequence s kknown to BS k-in the uplink (UL) for the purpose of channel estimation. The phase-rotated sequences are spread over the L subcarriers in an orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing manner as shown in Fig. 1 , ∀k = 1, . . . , K . Note that a DFT spread is not applied to the LTE UL pilots. A phase rotation in the frequency domain corresponds to a cyclic shift in the time domain; thus, pilots inside a cell are separated in time. The cyclic shifts are designed to account for time dispersion due to frequency selectivity and ensure users remain orthogonal in time, as done in LTE systems for instance [9] . The remaining pilot-interference thus comes from users in other cells transmitting their pilots using the same phase rotations as that of a desired user. Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), we therefore focus on sequences sent without any phase shifts. Each BS receives the sequence corresponding to the user in its own cell in addition to K − 1 sequences from users in other cells. For our analysis, it is sufficient to consider one BS and one of its antennas. The received L dimensional frequency-domain signal at one of the antennas reads
where
is the channel vector between the BS and user in cell k at the subcarriers of interest, and 
For simplicity, we neglect slow-fading coefficients and assume a worst-case scenario where all users are located at the cell-edges of the BS of interest. Pilot spreading over frequency is susceptible to frequency selectivity due to the pilots possibly spanning a large number of subcarriers. However, estimating the channels in the time domain (cf. Section III) removes the dependence between the coherence interval length and the length of the pilot sequences (the main condition behind the pilot contamination problem in [1] - [5] and references within). What only needs to hold is the intra-cell sequence orthogonality, which is ensured via properly chosen cyclic shifts in time. Consequently, a much larger number of non-orthogonal but different sequences than in [1] - [5] can be generated for medium to large bandwidth allocations without any increase in pilot overhead. Next, we introduce ZC sequences which are used as UL pilot sequences in this letter.
B. Zadoff-Chu Sequences
The uth element of the root ZC sequence a r L with length L and root index r is defined as [6] 
and will be used for the remaining parts of this letter. We do not make any claims on the optimality of this construction; however, it results in a larger available number of root sequences, which is desirable when the topic of sequence selection arises in the next section.
III. JOINT MULTICELL CHANNEL ESTIMATION
A. Time-Domain Channel Estimation
Recall (1), where now the kth user transmits the cyclicextended ZC pilot sequence
with root index r k in the UL. Note that
wheneverL − 1 ≥ K , an inequality that easily holds in LTE. There, the smallest pilot bandwidth allocation is L = 48, resulting inL = 47 and 46 different root sequences that can be used across a network of up to 46 cells. Eq.
(1) consists of L observations and K L variables; thus, estimating the different users' CSI in the frequency domain is not possible. However, using the fact that the number of taps is smaller than the number of subcarriers (see, e.g., [10] ) and given (5) holds, the BS can jointly estimate the channel impulse response (CIR) of all users if the number of assigned subcarriers per user is larger than the sum of user CIR taps, and if the sequences of neighboring cells are known at the BS. Denoting the kth user's CIR by h k,td ∈ C T where w.l.o.g. all CIRs have T taps, (1) can be alternatively written as [9] 
whereF ∈ C L×T is obtained from the first T entries of the L rows of F N corresponding to the subcarriers of interest.
Stacking the user CIRs as h
(6) can be rewritten as:
which is a linear system of L equations in K T unknowns. Given the BS knows the sequences s l ∀l, this becomes an estimation problem which yields exactly one solution for L ≥ K T . In case L < K T , the dominant taps of each user can be estimated and the remaining ones neglected. As the number of dominant interferers is usually limited, L ≥ K T holds for a wide range of scenarios. Let G be the estimation filter andĥ td = Gy be the resulting estimate of h td , we formulate a filter design and root index selection problem to minimize the channel estimation MSE as
The optimization of G and R = (r 1 , . . . , r K ) can be split, as the chosen G will be a function of M and correspondingly R [cf. (8), (7), (4)]. Therefore, we start with the optimization of G for a fixed R. Denoting the covariance matrix of h td by C h td , a standard MSE estimation approach yields [11] 
By estimating the CSI of users in neighboring cells, the CSI of the desired user can be effectively recovered. The former quantities can be dropped or used according to the desired application. The MSE resulting from using G opt equals [11] = tr 1
The next step consists of finding the optimal set R opt that minimizes :
This is a combinatorial problem. A brute-force approach is not suitable in real-time applications as one has to go through L −1 K possible combinations and might be already infeasible for more than 2 cells for large values ofL. In the next section, we propose a greedy sequence selection that ensures good subsets of sequences are chosen.
B. Greedy Sequence Selection
Greedy algorithms are commonly used to find suboptimal solutions of combinatorial problems [12] . In the context of sequence selection, a greedy algorithm selects the sequence s q with root index r q that minimizes the MSE at step q given  (s 1 , . . . , s q−1 ) are already chosen and fixed. At step q, the system transfer function M q is defined as
Algorithm 1. Greedy Sequence Selection
Require:
counter , the MSE assuming there are q users in the system using the sequence set corresponding to the root index set R G ∪ r q [cf. (14) and (13)
and the MSE of the qth step reads
where C h 1:q,td is the covariance matrix of h
At the qth step, one goes overL − q possible sequence choices (as q − 1 sequences are already assigned to the first q − 1 users) and finds the one that results in the lowest MSE, as detailed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm returns the set R G which contains the desired root indices. The algorithm depends on C h td which is in general not known at a given BS. However, C h td can be well approximated by a diagonal matrix as 1) the channel responses of UEs in different cells are usually uncorrelated, and 2) under a wide range of scenarios such as outdoor environments, the scatterers corresponding to a given user are uncorrelated as well [13] . Thus, C h td is a diagonal matrix containing the tap powers of the different users on the main diagonal. If the tap powers are not known, C h td can be replaced by the scaled identity matrix (1/T ) I K T when running Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 can either be implemented by a central controller who signals all found root indices to each concerned BS, or in a distributed manner among the BSs whereby BS q implements the qth step and signals the found root index to all other BSs. In any case, the needed signaling of root indices to calculate (10) has much less backhaul requirements than other methods in the literature. To mitigate pilot contamination, covariance matrices are exchanged in [1] while user data is exchanged in [2] . In contrast, root indices exchange only has an O(K 2 log 2 (L)) backhaul overhead and is fixed for a given number of cooperating cells and assigned bandwidth 1 . Simulation results are averaged over 500 channel realizations, where the results of the greedy selection are compared against the best, worst, and average MSE performance of 50 randomly chosen sets. In addition, the interference-free and LTE state of the art (least-squares estimation without the knowledge of sequences in neighboring cells) cases are plotted for reference. Throughout the simulations, we set T = 40 taps and the FFT size is N = 512. The UL SNR per subcarrier equals SNR = 1/σ 2 n . Compliant with LTE standards, the first and last 106 subcarriers are reserved as guard-bands and are not used. We assume that pilot transmissions start at subcarrier 107. Thus,F in (6) consists of the first 40 entries of rows 107 to
Figs. 2 and 3 show the results of the proposed greedy selection for different values of K and L. In Fig. 2 , the channel taps of all users are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), drawn from a N C (0, 1/T ) distribution. In Fig. 3 , the taps are Gaussian i.i.d and zero-mean but the first 10 taps have power 3/2T , taps 11 − 30 have power 1/T , and taps 31 − 40 have power 1/2T such that the tap powers sum to 1. The greedy procedure is run assuming C h td = (1/T ) I K T . From the figures, one can make following observations. First, the greedy selection provides gains over random sequence selections on average. These gains increase with increasing L as the number of available sequences increases in that case, giving the greedy procedure a larger sequence pool to choose from. Second, the greedy selection brings higher gains with increasing SNRs, making it suitable for scenarios such as small-cell scenarios where cell-edge users transmit with high SNRs. Third, the performance of the greedy selection matches the best of the randomly chosen sequences, and ensures "bad" sets of sequences-whose performance can be more than 10 dB worse than the greedy obtained ones at high SNR as seen in Figs. 2 and 3-are not chosen. Finally, even with a faulty knowledge of C h td as in the scenario of Fig. 3 , the greedy algorithm still exhibits the desired performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we revisited the pilot contamination problem using the LTE pilot frame structure. We proposed exchanging cell specific sequence root indices among cells, and performing time domain channel estimation which includes the channels of users in neighboring cells based on the exchanged root indices to mitigate the interference from these users. A greedy algorithm was further proposed to find good combinations of sequences that ensure a low channel estimation MSE, and the gains of the greedy algorithm were illustrated numerically.
